An attractive window and the right light
can change everything—from your room
to your mood. At Hunter Douglas, we
have mastered the art of window dressing
by engineering innovative functions into
stylish, versatile looks for every window in
your house.
We’re the leaders in light control, energy
efficiency, operating systems and
motorization, which makes your home
smarter, your days easier, and every room
that much prettier.
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Hunter Douglas Legacy

History of
Innovation.
Since developing the first lightweight aluminium blind in
1946, Hunter Douglas has led the industry in creating the
highest quality, innovative window coverings for
homeowners. Our products provide solutions for everyday,
practical needs - from privacy to safety to light control while also satisfying your desires for a stylish furnishing
that transforms your home.
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1919 - Establishment: Henry Sonnenberg founded a machine tool
distribution and subsequently manufacturing company in
Dusseldorf, Germany.

1946 - A joint venture with Joe Hunter developed new technology
and equipment for the continuous fabrication of aluminum.
This led to the launched 50mm Venetian Blinds, which was
the first of its kind.

1969 - Hunter Douglas Group went public and its shares were listed
on the Montreal and Amsterdam Stock Exchanges.

1970 - Introduction of Roller Shades.

1985 - Introduced Duette® Honeycomb Shades, featuring a
honeycomb construction that is energy efficient.

1988 - Launched Duette® Honeycomb Shades with Vertiglide™,
which involves cordless side-to-side operation, ideal for
sliding doors or as divider.

1991 - Launched Silhouette® Window Shadings which make
light control simpler.

1994 - Vignette® Modern Roman Shades were created.

1996 - Luminette® Privacy Sheers and PowerRise™ battery-powered
remote control system were introduced.
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Hunter Douglas Legacy

1999 - UltraGlide™, a child-safe retractable cord system launched.

2000 - LiteRise™ cordless system was launched in the U.S. and
EOS™ hardware operating system for blinds was
introduced in Europe.

2006 - Introduced Duette® Architella® Shades, Skyline™ Gliding Window Panels, Reveal™ with MagnaView™ Blinds,
and Silhouette® Quartette Window Shadings.

2007 - Launched Pirouette® Window Shadings, shades that filter natural light beautifully by expanding and contracting fabric vanes.
Introduced Platinum™ Technology which allows ultimate control of window coverings from anywhere in the room.

2010 - Introduced EOS™ 500 Roller Shades System,
a sleek, smooth and high in performance system.

2012 - Launched Duette® Architella® Trielle™ Shades, Platinum™ App, Solera™ Soft Shades.

2013 - Introduced Silhouette® A Duex™ Window Shadings.
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2011 - Launched Silhouette® window shadings with LiteRise™.
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Privacy and Light

Enhancing light,
ensuring privacy.
Natural light constantly changes and shifts through the
day—as does what we expect from our windows. We want
full sun one moment, low light the next; a clear view, then a
discreet screen. Our sheers, shades, blinds and shutters
help you balance the light you want with the privacy you need.
At Hunter Douglas, privacy and light are interrelated. Our
designs, in a wide array of materials, colors, and opacities,
let you control light effectively and customize your privacy
throughout the day. And our sheers and other select styles
are specially designed to diffuse and draw light deeper into
a room, helping to illuminate your home naturally. To help
make the best selection for you, refer to the chart next to
each product in this book, which indicates the amount of
light and privacy you can expect—from sheer (1) to opaque (5).
Sunlight is warm and welcoming, but without ultraviolet
(UV) protection, over time it can fade and damage a
room’s furnishings and décor. Our products offer ultraviolet
protection to help counter its harmful effects.
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← Silhouette ® Window Shadings Fabric: Originale™ Color: White Diamond
Luminette ® Privacy Sheers Fabric: Originale Color: White Diamond
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Finest Fabrics

Color. Pattern.
Texture. Weave.
At Hunter Douglas, beauty is more than skin deep, but first
impressions matter. That’s why textile sourcing is a crucial
part of our design process, and it’s why we’ve established
relationships with some of the world’s best mills. We work
with textile houses to develop and design exclusive materials
that are as special as our technological innovations.
That means fabrics that subtly reflect and control light in
intriguing ways. Richer, more fashionable colors, luxurious
weaves and unusual textures. Even special characteristics,
like our MicroShield™ antimicrobial fabric protection. In
all, we’ve created a collection of more than 300 timeless
fabrics, woven with the finest blends of cottons, linens,
silks and synthetics to add beauty, style, and enhanced
livability to every room in the house.
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Energy Efficiency

Elegant.
Energy efficient.
Windows do more than just let in light and offer a view to the
outdoors. They’re also where a home can lose up to 50% of
its heating and cooling energy. With energy-efficient styles
that offer varying levels of window insulation, our designs let
you create inviting environments regardless of the season.
Here are a few of their benefits.
Heat moves toward cold, and windows offer a perfect path:
it enters your home there in the summer, exits there in winter.
The insulating effect of many Hunter Douglas styles can
help lower your energy consumption and costs.
Controlling solar heat is another aspect of our energyefficient styles. Although the sun’s warming effect might be
welcomed during the winter, come summer it can make a
room uncomfortable and expensive to cool. That’s why many
of our styles are designed to reduce the solar heat that
passes through the window.
Because our sheers and certain other styles diffuse light as
it passes through, they help harness daylight and draw it
deeper into a room, reducing your needs for artificial lighting.
And by tilting louvers and panels, you can direct incoming
light where it’s needed most.
You don’t have to take our word for it. The GREENGUARD ®
Environmental Institute identifies Hunter Douglas products
that meet its stringent indoor air quality guidelines, so you
enjoy beauty that’s environmentally friendly, too.
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→ Duette ® Honeycomb Shades Fabric: Batiste Textured ™ Color: Daisy White
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Specialty Shapes

More shapes,
more sizes.
We’ve yet to meet a window we couldn’t cover attractively.
At Hunter Douglas, every aesthetic aspect is included in
our creative process, giving you an exceptional selection of
tasteful, beautiful options in a complete range of shapes.
We love the charm and character arches add to a home,
and our designs address the challenges they present in
controlling light and creating privacy.
You’ll discover a wide selection of our products that enhance
the beauty of your angled windows, whether the shades
are open or closed.
Trapezoid windows, with four sides but only one set of
parallel sides, come in endless configurations and angles,
but we’ve designed for all of them. Our Duette® honeycomb
shades, Pirouette® and Silhouette® window shadings,
Vignette® Modern Roman Shades and the Parkland™ wood
blinds collection offer attractive options.
Although circular, oval, hexagonal and octagonal windows
are among the rarest specialty window shapes, you’ll find
we have designed many clever styles for covering them.
Bay windows and corners beautifully define spaces as they
bring more natural light into your home, and virtually every
Hunter Douglas style offers a solution for covering them.
French doors offer an elegant transition between rooms
and to the outdoors, and most Hunter Douglas styles
accommodate them easily.
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← Vignette ® Modern Roman Shades Fabric: India Silk Color: Curry
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Child Safety

Designed with safety
in mind.
As children grow, their curiosity with the world around them
grows as well. Basic household items, including window
coverings, can turn into potential hazards. Making window
fashions that are safer for homes with infants, young
children, and pets is a top priority for Hunter Douglas, and
we have developed a wide range of products that can
reduce the risk of accidents. For example, our Vignette®
Modern Roman Shades are constructed without rear cords,
for safer operation and a more aesthetically pleasing design.
Our window fashions, designed with safety in mind, are also
a beautiful addition to your home’s décor. From cordless
manual and motorized operating systems, retractable lift
cords, cord tensioners and wand controls, we offer a wide
array of innovative design options for enhanced child and
pet safety as well as especially easy operation. Choose
from an array of fabrics and colors that complement current
trends, yet are versatile enough to carry a child’s room from
nursery to toddler to teen.
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← Duette ® Architella ® Honeycomb Shades
Fabric: India Silk Color: Tiger Eye
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Operating Systems

Easy lifting.
We expect more out of everything we select for our homes
today. That’s why Hunter Douglas designs are more than
just attractive, energy efficient and safe. Our wide variety
of operating systems means they’re also exceptionally easy
to adjust.
Our revolutionary UltraGlide ™ [ 1 ] operating system uses
a retractable cord mechanism to raise and lower window
shades or blinds.
With the touch of a finger, our LiteRise™ [ 2 ] cordless system
adjusts blinds and shades. Push up to raise them, pull down
to lower—and they stay right where you want them.
Maintain privacy while still enjoying natural light with our
top-down/bottom-up [ 3 ] window shades and shadings,
which let you operate the window treatments from either
direction. Our Silhouette® window shadings with this feature
also offer TiltAnywhere,™ which lets you tilt the vanes
regardless of the shading’s position.

2

The Vertiglide™ [ 4 ] vertical pleat or fold system is ideal
for side-to-side openings, sliding glass doors, or as a room
divider. Featured on our Duette,® Duette Architella®
and Applause® honeycomb shades, and Vignette® Modern
Roman Shades.

1
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Motorization

Fashion in motion.
Many Hunter Douglas products can be outfitted with a
motorized system and we offer the most innovative
technology in the industry. The system appropriate for your
custom window coverings depends mostly on the type of
product you purchase.
Platinum™ App
With our Platinum App, control your shades from your
iPhone, iPad, and iPod Touch. Download personalized
custom controls specific to your type of Hunter Douglas
motorized shades, sheers, draperies and panels. Preset
positions and control window fashions individually, by room,
or throughout your home—the possibilities are limitless.
PowerRise™ with Platinum™ Technology
This motorized system raises and lowers shades and
shadings with a touch of a button.
PowerGlide™ with Platinum™ Technology
This motorized system allows you to traverse the sheers and
rotate the fabric vanes of Luminette® Privacy Seers or
Skyline® Gliding Window Panels.
PowerTilt™ with Platinum™ Technology
This battery-powered system easily tilts slats open or closed.
Platinum™ LCD Timer
This timer can be set to automatically raise, lower, traverse
or tilt a specific window covering or group of coverings at
any time throughout the day.
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Quality and Innovation

Beyond beautiful.
Beautiful windows are as much about what you don’t see as
what you do. Hunter Douglas engineers exceptional quality
and modern functionality into timelessly stylish, versatile
designs for your windows. From industry-leading innovation
to the finest materials to assembly here in the United States,
our commitment to the very best custom designs is unrivaled.
Enjoy Hunter Douglas quality and innovation, with beautiful
materials and expert craftsmanship designed into every
style. We feature the newest designs and technological
advancements, such as the energy-saving honeycombwithin-a-honeycomb construction of our Duette® Architella®
honeycomb shades.
At Hunter Douglas, home and comfort matter a great deal to
us, because they matter to people everywhere. We’ve long
been a leader in social responsibility and charitable giving,
with generous support of initiatives and causes contributing
to the shelter and comfort of people in communities locally
and around the world. Our work with Habitat for Humanity
and helping people affected by natural disasters has been
particularly gratifying.
Your investment in Hunter Douglas is always a wise one.
Our beautiful designs, innovative engineering and smarter
features deliver exceptional value for a lifetime.
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→ Pirouette ® Window Shadings
Fabric: Satin Color: Red Velvet
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Choosing Your Product

Getting started. Dressing
windows artfully and bringing light
into a room beautifully can be
done in many ways. Sheers and
shadings are one approach to
controlling light; shutters and blinds
quite another. Soft folds offer a
softer look, while crisp pleats feel
more contemporary.

Silhouette ® Window Shadings
SHEER GENIUS. Lighting control that’s
both easy and precise.

Luminette ® Privacy Sheers
BARELY THERE. Broad daylight can be
private, too.

Pirouette ® Window Shadings
GRAND OPENINGS. For filtered light, or
taking in the view.

Duette ® Architella Honeycomb Shades
EFFICIENCY EXPERT. Energy-saving
innovations for earth-friendly living.

Duette ® Honeycomb Shades
PERFECTLY RELAXED. A just-right answer
for any room.

Vignette ® Modern Roman Shades
NEAT. Simply stated: a clean,
uncluttered look.

Designer Roller Shades
TRADITION, TODAY. Clean lines—the key to
timeless sophistication.

Designer Screen Shades
OUTSIDE IN. See-through design, let’s
nature be a part of your décor.

Country Woods™ Wood Blinds
DEFINING. A classic architectural approach
to window design.

Venetian Blinds
A MODERN CLASSIC. Timeless, yet
completely up-to-date.

Vertical Blinds
GRACEFUL GESTURES. Long lines for
sweeping statements.

Shutters
TIMELESS TASTE. Classic design in a
range of stylish colors.

Consider, too, how you live in a
room, and how important privacy
is to you. Then, factor in your
personal aesthetic: from sleek and
contemporary to rich and traditional.
You will find that whatever your
desires, we have styles for every
taste, every room, every moment.
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Silhouette

®

Window Shadings
Transforming light. Like the subtle cast their name suggests, Silhouette®
window shadings, with the Signature S-Vane™, create beautiful and ambient
light and shadow. Soft fabric vanes are suspended between two sheers,
diffusing softened light deep into a room. Tilt the vanes to achieve the privacy
you desire while maintaining UV protection.

Orientation: Horizontal
Width: 6"—144"
Height: 12"—126"
Motorization options: Yes
Specialty shape options: Yes
Privacy and light control: 1 / 2 / 3 / 4
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↑ Silhouette ® Window Shadings Fabric: Chateau™ Color: Sparkling Water
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Luminette

®

Privacy Sheers
Privacy with softened light. Enjoy subdued light and the privacy of
soft draperies in Luminette® Privacy Sheers. Fabric vanes rotate for privacy
while controlling the light in a room. Perfect for large windows and sliding
glass doors, their superior UV protection meets both your decorating and
practical needs.

Orientation: Vertical
Width: 12"—192"
Height: 24"—120"
Motorization options: Yes
Specialty shape options: No
Privacy and light control: 1 / 2 / 3 / 4
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↑ Luminette ® Privacy Sheers Fabric: Voyant™ Color: Daylight
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Pirouette

®

Window Shadings
Striking design, dramatically filtered light. With Pirouette® window
shadings, the look and feel of a traditional fabric shade is enhanced: the
gentle pull of a cord lets you change a room’s lighting in a whole new way.
Soft, horizontal fabric vanes close to filter natural light, or open to give
you a perfect outside view. Our revolutionary Invisi-Lift™ system allows the
vanes to float gracefully, and even opened they offer UV protection and
reduced glare through the sheer backing.

Orientation: Horizontal
Width: 12"—144"
Height: 15"—144"
Motorization options: Yes
Specialty shape options: Yes
Privacy and light control: 1 / 2 / 3 / 4
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↑ Pirouette ® Window Shadings Fabric: Bamboo Flax Color: Natural
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Duette Architella
®

®

Honeycomb Shades
Exclusive fabrics, energy-saving innovations. Our state-of-the-art,
patented design for these attractive shades incorporates three insulating
air pockets reducing heat loss at the window by 40%. Duette® Architella®
honeycomb shades offer luminous colors and crisp, consistent pleats. Lower
them for privacy, or raise completely for maximum light and view—they’re
beautiful either way. Also consider our Architella Trielle™ Elan® shades. Their
five insulating air pockets make it our most energy-efficient design yet.

Orientation: Horizontal and vertical
Width: 4"—174"
Height: 6"—144"
Motorization options: Yes
Specialty shape options: Yes
Privacy and light control: 2 / 3 / 4 / 5
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↑ Duette ® Architella ® Honeycomb Shades Fabric: Batiste Bamboo Color: Fresco
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Duette

®

Honeycomb Shades
Smart design in crisp, neat pleats. Our innovative honeycomb
construction creates air pockets where light meets color. Raising and
lowering from top or bottom to suit the day and your activities, our
Duette® honeycomb shades are an attractive, classic choice available
in an impressive range of fabrics, pleat sizes, colors and textures.

Orientation: Horizontal and vertical
Width: 4"—174"
Height: 6"—192"
Motorization options: Yes
Specialty shape options: Yes
Privacy and light control: 1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5
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↑ Duette ® Honeycomb Shades Fabric: Panache™ Color: Suede
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Vignette

®

Modern Roman Shades
Simple, uncluttered, innovative. Luxurious fabrics and soft folds give
Vignette® Modern Roman Shades a clean, crisp look, with the added benefit
of enhanced child safety. Offered in semi-sheer, light-filtering and roomdarkening fabrics, the range of styles and fold sizes help you create warm,
inviting, beautiful windows.

Orientation: Horizontal and vertical
Width: 12"—140"
Height: 12"—144"
Motorization options: Yes
Specialty shape options: Yes
Privacy and light control: 2 / 3 / 4 / 5
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↑ Vignette ® Modern Roman Shades Fabric: Jewelstone Color: Carnelian
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Designer Roller Shades
Sophisticated but uncomplicated. For a look that’s both custom and
classic, our Designer Roller Shades offer a clean appearance in a beautiful
range of 82 designer fabrics, along with a variety of design options and
operating systems. Over half of these fabric styles are offered in the Harmony
Program™ —choose the same fabrics for your vertical and horizontal window
fashions when you combine Designer Roller Shades with our Skyline®
Gliding Window Panels.

Orientation: Horizontal
Width: 12"—120"
Height: 12"—120"
Motorization options: Yes
Specialty shape options: No
Privacy and light control: 1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5
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↑ Designer Roller Shades Fabric: Terra Falls Color: Mineral Gray
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Designer Screen Shades
Balancing privacy with views. Screen shades can do more than just offer
privacy and light; ours also let you enjoy the view outdoors all through the
day. Our Designer Screen Shades are available in 57 fashionable styles and
a wide range of opacities to bring in just the level of light you want—and they
protect valuable furnishings from harmful UV rays, too.

Orientation: Horizontal
Width: 12"—192"
Height: 12"—144"
Motorization options: Yes
Specialty shape options: No
Privacy and light control: 1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5
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↑ Designer Screen Shades Fabric: Exotic Hues Color: Terena Arrowhead
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Country Woods

™

Wood Blinds
Fine woods, timeless design. Traditional styling and rich hardwood
slats let our Country Woods™ wood blinds complement the lines of any
room. Fashioned to create a warm and inviting home, they’re available in a
variety of colors and four slat sizes. Advanced finishing technology is used
on our wood blinds to provide maximum protection and beauty.

Orientation: Horizontal
Width: 6"—96"
Height: 12"—120"
Motorization options: Yes
Specialty shape options: Yes
Privacy and light control: 1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5
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↑ Country Woods™ wood blinds

Color: Teak
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Venetian
Blinds
Streamlined, stylish, affordable. Sleek, slim aluminum slats offer maximum
light control and a clean, uncluttered look; our innovative MegaView™ feature
tilts slats to twice the normal opening. Enjoy special finishes and textures,
from metallic to pearlescent to matte, and a range of attractive hues. Pair
metal slats with real wood accents for a striking and unique Natural
Elements™ horizontal blind. Mix and match colors to create an original look
that fits your home décor.

Orientation: Horizontal
Width: Width: 7 ¾"—144"
Height: 6"—126"
Motorization options: Yes
Specialty shape options: No
Privacy and light control: 1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5
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↑ Venetian Blinds with MegaView ™

Material: Aluminum

Color: Vintage Gold Brushed
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Vertical
Blinds
Easy, precise light control. Everything from sliding glass doors to bay
windows look prettier with our Vertical Blinds, which feature easy operation
and superior light control. Available in a wide range of impressive colors,
textures and patterns.

Orientation: Vertical
Width: 10”—190”
Height: 9”—299”
Motorization options: Yes
Specialty shape options: Yes
Privacy and light control: 1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5
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↑ Vertical Blinds
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Heritance

®

Hardwood Shutters
Classic design in a range of stylish colors.
The simple elegance of rich, hardwood
shutters gives a lift to any room. Now, the
maximum strength and durability of our
Heritance® hardwood shutters makes them
a wise investment in many ways. They feature
Truemill® dovetail construction and a vast
selection of frame choices, specialty shapes,
and louver sizes—and a variety of paint
and stain finishes, as well as custom colors.
Also available in six Handcrafted Series
Techniques to enhance the inherent character
and color of the genuine hardwood.

Orientation: Horizontal
Width: 12"—312¾"
Height: 12"—116"
Motorization options: No
Specialty shape options: Yes
Privacy and light control: 1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5

Palm Beach

NewStyle

™

Polysatin Shutters

®

Hybrid Shutters

Serious performance for sun-drenched
sophistication. For fashionable windows
exposed to harsh sunlight and moisture,
consider the stylish sophistication of our
Palm Beach™ polysatin shutters. They
will maintain their beautiful luster without
warping, cracking, fading, chipping,
peeling or discoloring, even under harsh
environmental conditions.

The best of natural and new. The look of
wood meets the strength and straightness
of modern-day materials in our NewStyle®
hybrid shutters. A versatile complement to
any interior, their micro-smooth finish makes
the beauty of high-quality shutters affordable
for any home.

Orientation: Horizontal
Width: 12"—289"
Height: 12"—120"
Motorization options: No
Specialty shape options: Yes
Privacy and light control: 1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5

Orientation: Horizontal
Width: 12"—288¾"
Height: 12"—116"
Motorization options: No
Specialty shape options: Yes
Privacy and light control: 1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5
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↑ Heritance ® Hardwood Shutters Material: Genuine Hardwood Color: Espresso
Palm Beach™ Polysatin Shutters Material: Polysatin Color: White Silk

↑ NewStyle ® Hybrid Shutters

Material: Hybrid

Color: Bahama Brown
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Connect to Hunter Douglas

Hunter Douglas is the world market
leader in window coverings and a major
manufacturer of architectural products.
© 2015 Hunter Douglas.
All rights reserved. All trademarks
used herein are the property of their
respective owners.

The world of Hunter Douglas awaits. Visit www.hunterdouglas.asia to
learn more about our products and browse hundreds of inspiring images
of rooms filled with ideas. Our app is available for both iPad and Android
tablets – offering more than 500 photos of beautiful interior design in our
Inspiration Library, along with a convenient product finder and dealer
locater. And for the latest on design trends, Hunter Douglas products and
special promotions, sign up for our newsletter as well. We invite you to
connect with us the way that suits you best, from our website to Facebook.
We are looking forward to keep in touch!
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Expert advice from our design partners. At Hunter Douglas, superior
products are a given, but it’s our experienced dealers around the country
that really make us special. They’re ready to help turn your creative ideas
into smart, stylish solutions for your windows.

